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Abstract

An assembly refers to a collection of parts joined together to achieve a specific form and/or functionality. Designing assemblies is a non-trivial task as a slight local modification on a part’s geometry or its joining method could have a global impact on the structural and/or functional performance of the whole assembly. Assemblies can be classified as structures that transmit force to carry loads and mechanisms that transfer motion and force to perform mechanical work. In this state-of-the-art report, we focus on computational design of structures with rigid parts, which generally can be formulated as a geometric modeling and optimization problem. We broadly classify existing computational design approaches, mainly from the computer graphics community, according to high-level design objectives, including fabricability, structural stability, reconfigurability, and tileability. Computational analysis of various aspects of assemblies is an integral component in these design approaches. We review different classes of computational analysis and design methods, discuss their strengths and limitations, make connections among them, and propose possible directions for future research.

CCS Concepts

• Computer Graphics → Computational Geometry and Object Modelling;

1. Introduction

An assembly refers to a collection of parts joined together to achieve a specific form and/or functionality. Assemblies facilitate product fabrication, maintenance, and usage by allowing assembly, disassembly, and reassembly of the component parts. Due to this reason, assemblies are ubiquitous in our daily life, existing in a wide variety of scales and geometric forms; typical examples include consumer products, machines, and architectural structures. While assemblies have intriguing properties, designing assemblies is a non-trivial task, even for professionals. A slight modification on an individual part could have a global impact on the aesthetical, structural, and/or functional performance of the whole assembly. Ensuring that all parts can be put together and properly joined to form the final assembly is another challenge.

Modern digital fabrication technologies, such as additive manufacturing and computerized numerical control (CNC) machining, make it possible to easily manufacture shapes with geometric complexity that is unattainable by traditional techniques. The need to find creative and practical uses of these technologies has inspired researchers to investigate computational approaches and tools to design various assemblies for digital fabrication. These approaches generally take high-level user specifications as input, and compute the final detailed shape of each component part for fabrication and their assembly instructions for installation, aiming at lowering the barrier for non-domain experts to design and manufacture customized products as assemblies.

1.1. Survey Scope and Classification

Assembly is a very broad concept. According to their functionality, assemblies can be classified as structures that transmit force to carry loads and mechanisms that transfer motion and force to perform mechanical work. This survey limits its scope to structures with rigid parts, and focuses on computational design of these assemblies, taking into account aspects of fabrication. By assuming that the fabrication material is rigid, design of assemblies generally can be formulated as a geometric modeling and optimization problem, with minimal consideration of material behavior (e.g., friction). In the remaining part of this report, we will not differentiate between assemblies and structures.

The objective of this state-of-the-art report is to give the reader a comprehensive review of computational methods that assist in or automate the design of complex assemblies. Analysis of assemblies is necessary and crucial, not only for evaluating the resulting designs, but also for guiding the whole design process. Therefore, this report is organized into two parts: Section 2 for computational analysis of assemblies and Section 3-6 for computational design of assemblies. In particular, Section 2 reviews computational approaches that analyse four fundamental aspects...
of given assemblies: parts joining, assembly planning, structural stability, and packing efficiency. We propose a three-level scheme to classify research works on computational design of assemblies, namely, high-level design objectives, specific design problems, and corresponding design methodologies. Following this classification scheme, Section 3-6 are organized according to the high-level design objectives:

- **Assembly-based fabrication** that enables making target 3D shapes with a specific fabrication technique by representing or approximating the shape with a set of simple parts (Section 3).
- **Computational design of structurally stable assemblies** without relying on any additional connector (Section 4), guided by a formal stability analysis method (Section 2.3).
- **Computational design of reconfigurable assemblies** that have multiple forms for use in different situations (Section 5).
- **Building assemblies with tileable blocks** to approximate a given 2D/3D shape (Section 6).

We also categorize existing works based on their formulation of design problems, and present a table that labels existing works based on their design objective and problem formulation, which helps discover correlation among various design methods reviewed in this report (Section 7). Based on comprehensive taxonomies and discussions, we hope the reader can efficiently identify existing methods and algorithms that are reusable or extensible for his/her own problem of designing assemblies. We highlight challenges that have not been fully addressed in computational analysis and design of assemblies, and propose possible directions for future research at the end of this report (Section 8).

### 1.2. Related STARs and Surveys

In recent years, a few surveys in the computer graphics [BFR17, BCMP18] and human computer interaction [BM17] communities have broadly overviewed computational and interactive approaches that enable users to design a wide variety of customized products for digital fabrication, such as monolithic shapes, articulated objects, mechanical automata, deformable objects, inflatable shapes, and so on. Other relevant surveys restrict their scope by focusing on a specific design objective (e.g., functionality [ES-REPC16]), a certain fabrication technique (e.g., additive manufacturing [OZB18, ALL’18]), or a concrete application (e.g., cultural heritage [SCP∗17] and architectural construction [GJL20]).

This report complements above surveys by focusing on a specific subject: assemblies with rigid parts, which is ubiquitous in our daily life yet challenging to design. In the last decade, tremendous research works, mainly from the graphics community, have been devoted to studying computational methods for designing these assemblies. This report, for the first time, reviews and classifies computational methods introduced in these works, discusses correlation inherent in these methods, and proposes possible directions for future research.

### 2. Computational Analysis of Assemblies

Computational analysis of assemblies evaluates different aspects of assemblies with given geometry, including joining parts of an assembly (Section 2.1), planning of the assembly process (Section 2.2), structural stability of the whole assembly (Section 2.3), and efficiency of packing the parts (Section 2.4).

#### 2.1. Joining Parts

To form an assembly that can be used in practice, component parts need to be joined together to restrict relative movements among the parts. This (potentially additional) geometry or material used to connect parts defines the joining method, or simply the joint.

**Joint classification.** Joints can be classified as permanent joints and non-permanent joints. Typical permanent joints include adhesive material (e.g., glue, mortar) and permanent mechanical fasteners (e.g., rivets). Although assemblies connected with permanent joints can be structurally very stable, a significant drawback is that the assembly cannot be disassembled without potential damage to the parts. In contrast, non-permanent joints encourage parts disassembly and reassembly, facilitating storage, transportation, maintenance, and reconfiguration of assemblies.

Non-permanent joints can be classified as external joints and integral joints, depending on whether the joint geometry is integrated on each individual part. Screws and pins are conventionally used external joints. To satisfy specific needs on parts joining in digital fabrication, customized external joints have been designed and used in practice [MMZ18]. These external joints are independent from the parts. Hence, they can be abstracted as “conceptual parts” in the analysis of assemblies, e.g., assembly planning.

Integral joints are implicitly defined as the portion of each individual part that is in contact with adjacent parts. The simplest integral joints would be planar contacts between neighboring parts [WOD09, WSIP19]. More complex integral joints include curved contacts between parts [KAS∗19] and conventional woodworking joints [Fai13]; see Figure 1 for examples. Integral joints can significantly simplify the assembly process by assisting parts alignment and reducing the total number of assembly steps (i.e., no external fasteners need to be applied). Integral joints can also add to an assembly’s structural durability (e.g., woodworking joints in architecture) and visual appeal (e.g., decorative joints in furniture [YKGA17]). Due to this reason, integral joints are more and more widely used in digital fabrication of assemblies [ZDB17, LUYU20].

**Joint analysis** identifies contacts between each pair of parts in an assembly by computing the minimum distance between them and checking if this minimum distance is less than a given threshold.

![Figure 1: Schematic of three kinds of integral joints with corresponding translational motion space of the green part illustrated on top. (a) Planar contact joint; (b) curved contact joint; and (c) mortise and tenon joint.](image)
Figure 2: (a) A 5-part assembly, where part contacts (i.e., joints) are highlighted in purple; (b) parts-graph; and (c) joints-graph.

(very small positive number). Figure 1 highlights part contacts as purple lines or curves. Based on the identified part contacts, joint analysis can obtain the following information of an assembly:

- **Parts connectivity.** Two parts are connected if they have at least one contact. All contacts between the two parts define joints that connect the two parts. A parts-graph [FSY15] is typically used to represent parts connectivity in an assembly, where each node represents a part and each edge represents joints connecting the two associated parts. The dual of a parts-graph is a joints-graph. See Figure 2.

- **Parts mobility.** The contacts between two parts enforce constraints on their relative movement as collisions have to be avoided when moving one part relative to the other. These contact constraints typically can be formulated as a linear system [WM92], whose solution space corresponds to the infinitesimal motion space of one part relative to the other. See Figure 1 for examples, in which only translational motion is considered.

- **Joints strength.** Conceptually, arbitrarily small contacts or thin joints can constrain the relative movement between two rigid parts. However, in practice such joints should be avoided to reduce the risk of structural failure. To detect such issues, finite element methods can be used to analyze joint strength under external loads [YCXW17].

2.2. Assembly Planning

Widely used in automated manufacturing, robotics, and architecture, assembly planning is the process of creating detailed instructions to combine separate parts into the final structure. The goal of assembly planning is to find a sequence of operations to assemble the parts (assembly sequencing [Jim13]), determine the motions that bring each part to its target pose (assembly path planning [GM15]), and propose the utilization of additional resources such as supports and tools to assist the assembly process.

A closely related problem is disassembly planning, which creates a plan for disassembling component parts from an installed assembly. An important strategy of assembly planning is assembly-by-disassembly, where an assembly plan is obtained by disassembling an installed product into its component parts and then reversing the order and path of disassembly. This strategy is feasible as there is a bijection between assembly and disassembly sequences and paths when only geometric constraints are concerned and all parts are rigid [HLW00]. The advantage of this strategy is that it can drastically reduce the size of the solution space (i.e., valid assembly plans), since parts in an assembled state have far more precedence and motion constraints than in a disassembled state. However, when physical constraints are taken into consideration, e.g., supports of incomplete assemblies [DPW14], this strategy is not directly applicable to compute assembly plans.

The complexity of assembly planning is measured generally in terms of the number of parts and their shape complexity. However, this measure alone does not express how difficult it is to obtain a valid assembly plan. Other involved features are:

- **The number of hands:** the maximum number of moving sub-assemblies with respect to one another in any assembly operation.
- **Monotonicity:** whether or not operations of intermediate placement of subassemblies are required.
- **Linearity:** whether all assembly operations involve the insertion of a single part in the rest of the assembly.

Figure 3 shows disassembly plans to illustrate the above features. The simplest (dis)assembly plans are sequential (two-handed), monotone, and linear. Due to the simplicity, they are the most widely used (dis)assembly plans in computational design of assemblies.

Assembly planning problems can be broadly classified into two classes. The first aims to find a valid assembly plan to ensure assemblability of designed assemblies such as 3D puzzles. The second is to find a desired assembly plan to satisfy some objectives...
on the assembly process such as reducing usage of additional resources (e.g., formwork for construction of architecture). This report reviews existing works in the graphics community to address these problems. We refer readers to [GM15] for a more comprehensive survey on (dis)assembly planning problems and approaches.

**Search for a valid assembly plan.** Given a 3D assembly, there could exist a number of valid plans to assemble the parts. Here, we consider only geometric constraints, i.e., an assembly plan is defined as valid if there is no collision when assembling each part. As mentioned above, assemblies can be naturally represented as graphs. Graph data structures can also guide us in finding valid disassembly plans by maintaining a dynamic graph corresponding to the remaining assembly as parts are successively removed.

**Parts-graph based approach.** In this approach, a valid assembly plan is computed by using the assembly-by-disassembly strategy. The idea is to identify removable parts guided by the parts-graph (see Figure 2(b)) since a part with fewer neighbors in the parts-graph has higher chance to be removable. First, we compute mobility for each part in the parts-graph, e.g., using the joint analysis approach in Section 2. Next, we choose one movable part (usually with few neighbors in the parts-graph), remove it from the assembly using the computed motion, and update the parts-graph accordingly. Since the first step only ensures collision-free infinitesimal rigid motion for the movable part, we still need to check collision with the remaining parts when taking out the movable part in the second step; e.g., the cyan part in the inset can be removed along the translational direction yet the green part has to translate one more step to avoid collision with the orange part. We iterate the above two steps until there is only one part remaining in the parts-graph.

The above approach assumes sequential, monotone, and linear disassembly plans. Thus, finding a valid disassembly plan is a sufficient but not necessary condition of assemblability. To support non-linear disassembly plans, the approach should check mobility not just for each individual part but also for each subassembly. However, this extension will increase complexity of the approach from linear to exponential in the number of parts.

**Blocking graph based approach.** This strategy assumes sequential and monotone disassembly plans, and can find valid non-linear disassembly plans with polynomial complexity. A directional blocking graph (DBG), \( G(d) \), is a directed graph associated with a specific blocking direction \( d \), where nodes represent parts and edges represent blocking relations between parts along the specific direction \( d \); see Figure 4(b&c). It was observed that the motion space (e.g., all possible translational directions) can be partitioned into a finite collection of subsets such that the blocking relations among the parts are constant over every subset. This partition of the motion space and associated DBGs of each motion subset form a non-directional blocking graph (NDBG) [Wi92]; see Figure 4(d). Motion types supported by NDBGs include infinitesimal translation, infinite translation, and infinitesimal rigid motion [WL94].

We describe an NDBG-based disassembly planning approach that considers infinitesimal translational motions. Thanks to the NDBG, the mobility test of each subassembly can be performed on a finite number of translational directions associated with the DBGs. In particular, in each DBG \( G(d) \), a subassembly is locally free to translate in direction \( d \cdt d \), if and only if the out-degree (in-degree) of the subassembly in \( G(d) \) is zero; see the red node in Figure 4(c). Thus, if a DBG \( G(d) \) is strongly connected, i.e., if every node can be reached from every other node, no subassembly is movable along \( d \); see Figure 4(b). By this, identifying a movable subassembly and its moving direction is converted to identifying strongly connected components in the DBGs, which can be solved by polynomial algorithms [Tar72]. Similar to the parts-graph based approach, the NDBG is updated whenever a subassembly is removed, until there is only one part left in the NDBG.

**Search for a desired assembly plan.** Assembly planning can be formulated as an optimization to find a desired assembly plan. Typical optimization objectives include minimizing assembly complexity (e.g., short assembly path, simple assembly motion), minimizing usage of additional resources (e.g., supports to maintain stability of incomplete architectural structures [DPW∗14]), and maximizing parts visibility for creating visual assembly instructions [APH∗03, HPA∗04]. Please refer to [JW96] for an exhaustive list of objectives on searching assembly plans.

To find an optimal assembly plan, we need to enumerate and evaluate all possible assembly plans based on a selected objective. Although this is possible for assemblies with a small amount of parts, e.g., by using AND/OR tree data structure [dMS90], the complexity increases exponentially with the number of parts. Due to this reason, various practical algorithms were developed to find sub-optimal solutions, e.g., using a greedy algorithm [DPW∗14, MSY∗14], a heuristic search [APH∗03], or an adaptive sampling followed by user editing [KKSS15].

**Discussion.** The above existing works mainly focus on sequential and monotone assembly plans. Although these plans are relatively easy to execute, it is an open problem to study more complex assembly plans. One good example is a recent work [ZBKV20] that finds non-coherent assembly plans to solve two-part disentanglement puzzles, where a part that is inserted may not touch the other previously placed part. Other complex assembly plans include non-directional plans (see Figure 3(a)) to stabilize parts in an assembly by making them harder to be taken out, and non-monotone plans [MG20] (see Figure 3(b)) to resolve cases where already-assembled parts impede the movements of subsequent parts.
2.3. Structural Stability

An assembly with rigid parts is structurally stable if it can preserve its form under external forces without collapse. Instability of assemblies can lead to catastrophic failure, e.g., in architecture, and thus must be analyzed and accounted for in the design process. Assemblies joined by permanent joints are usually very stable; e.g., assemblies can lead to catastrophic failure, e.g., in architecture, and thus must be analyzed and accounted for in the design process. Assemblies joined by non-permanent joints, which have intriguing property of encouraging disassembly.

Another promising research direction is assembly-aware design that facilitates actual assembly process by not just searching assembly plans but also varying parts geometry and/or layout. This design methodology has been proposed for designing masonry shell structures that require fewer supports for the construction [KKS∗ 17] and electromechanical devices where each part can be inserted with multi-step translational motion [DMC18], and can be further studied for designing other kinds of assemblies where the assembly or construction process is a big concern.

To analyze stability of assemblies, two critical conditions, static equilibrium and global interlocking, are defined mathematically and identified computationally; see Figure 5(a&b). A connection between these two conditions has recently been formalized [WSIP19]; i.e., an interlocking assembly is an assembly that is in equilibrium under arbitrary external forces and torques. Based on this connection, a stability measure has been proposed to evaluate stability conditions that are more strict than equilibrium, but not as restrictive as global interlocking; see Figure 5(c). We review these two stability conditions and one stability measure below.

**Static analysis.** To identify whether an assembly is in equilibrium state under external forces or loads, there are two classes of static analysis methods: linear elasticity analysis using finite element method (FEM) and rigid block equilibrium (RBE) method. Shin et al. [SPV∗ 16] proved that a small modification to the linear elastic FEM makes it equivalent to the RBE method to get the same answer to the same static analysis problem. In the following, we describe the RBE method as it is more suitable to guide the design of assemblies in equilibrium.

Given the geometry of a 3D assembly, a static equilibrium state means that there exists a network of interaction forces between the parts that can balance the external forces acting on each part; i.e., net force and net torque for each part equal zero [WOD09]. Combining equilibrium constraints for each part gives a linear system of equations:

$$ A_{eq} \cdot \mathbf{f} = -\mathbf{w} \quad (1) $$

where \( \mathbf{w} \) is a vector containing the weights and external loads applied on each part, \( \mathbf{f} \) is the vector of interface forces, and \( A_{eq} \) is the matrix of coefficients for the equilibrium equations. Since contacts or integral joints between rigid parts are typically assumed to have zero tensile strength and limited friction, we have the following two constraints:

$$ f^t_i \geq 0, \quad \forall i \in \text{interface vertices} \quad (2) $$

$$ |f^t_i|, |f^r_i| \leq \alpha f_{in}, \quad \forall i \in \text{interface vertices} \quad (3) $$

where \( f^t_i \) and \( \{ f^r_i, f^r_i \} \) are respectively the axial and tangential components of the interface force \( f_i \), and \( \alpha \) is the coefficient of static friction. An assembly is considered in static equilibrium if a solution \( \mathbf{f} \) in Equation 1 can be found, e.g., by using linear programming. Beyond this, an assembly’s infeasibility to be in equilibrium can be measured by translating Equation 2 into a penalty form [WOD09].

One limitation of the above method [WOD09] is its inability to accurately predict when parts will slide against one another, i.e., sliding failures [YKGA17]; see the inset for a 2D example. A set of interface forces (see the dark blue arrows) can be found by [WOD09] to balance the gravity of the green part. However, the correct solution is that the green part should always fall under gravity with no resistance, no matter what coefficient of friction is used in this example. To address this limitation, Yao et al. [YKGA17] proposed a variational static analysis method that amends the above method [WOD09] with a pair of variational principles from classical mechanics to exclude physically unrealizable forces.

**Interlocking test.** In an interlocking assembly (with at least three parts), there is only one movable part, called the key, while all other parts as well as any subset of parts are immobilized relative to one another by their geometric arrangement [SFCO12]; see Figure 4(a) and 5(b) for 2D examples. Starting from the key, the assembly can be gradually disassembled into individual parts by following a specific order. An assembly is called recursive interlocking if it has a unique (dis)assembly order, meaning that the assembly remains interlocking after the sequential removal of parts [SFCO12]. An assembly is called deadlock if there is no part that can be taken out from the assembly without collision (i.e., non-disassembleable).

The test for global interlocking essentially tries to identify if there exists a motion configuration that allows taking out any part(s) except the key from the assembly without collision. An assembly is considered to be interlocking if such a motion configuration does not exist. There are two state-of-the-art methods to test for global interlocking: 1) a DBG-based method that considers sequential translational motion only [WSIP18]; 2) an inequality-based method that supports infinitesimal rigid motion [WSIP19]. Note
that when parts can be taken out only by non-sequential motion (see Figure 3(a)) and/or rotational motion, the DBG-based method will give a false-positive test result, which can be corrected by applying the inequality-based method.

**DBG-based method.** This approach relies on the DBGs that we have described in Section 2.2. The blocking relations in an NDBG have redundancy, and can be fully represented by using a small set of base DBGs; see Figure 4(b&c). The directions associated with the base DBGs are called base directions. The DBG-based method shows that an assembly is interlocking if every part (except the key) and every part group cannot translate along the base directions.

Similar to the assembly planning, we could test mobility of parts and part groups by identifying strongly connected components in the base DBGs. In detail, an assembly is interlocking if all base DGBs are either: 1) strongly connected; or 2) have only two strongly connected components one of which has a single part that is identical across all base DGBs. Here, the strongly connected component with a single part is the key of the assembly. The direction associated with each DBG with two strongly connected components is the key’s (reversed) movable direction according to the in-edge (out-edge) of the key in the DBG; see again Figure 4.

**Inequality-based method.** Wang et al. [WSIP19] proposed a more well-general method to test global interlocking based on solving the well-known non-penetration linear inequalities in a rigid body system [KJP08]. Consider an assembly as a rigid body system \{P_i\}, where each part \(P_i\) can translate and rotate freely in 3D space. Denote the linear velocity of \(P_i\) as \(v_i\), the angular velocity of \(P_i\) as \(\omega_i\), and the local motion of \(P_i\) as a 6D spatial vector \(Y_i = [v_i^T \omega_i^T]^T\). By stacking the non-penetration constraints for each contact in the assembly, we obtain a system of linear inequalities:

\[
B_{in} \cdot Y \geq 0 \quad \text{s.t.} \quad Y \neq 0
\]  

(4)

where \(Y\) is the generalized velocity of the rigid body system \{\(P_i\)\}, and \(B_{in}\) is the matrix of coefficients for the non-penetration constraints among the parts in the system. To avoid the case that the assembly moves as a whole, an arbitrary part (e.g., \(P_i\) needs to be fixed by setting \(Y_i = 0\). The system can be solved by formulating a linear program. The assembly is considered as deadlocking if the linear program cannot find any non-zero solution. Interlocking is tested in a similar way, except using more effort to identify a single movable part (i.e., the key).

**Stability measure.** Above methods identify whether a given assembly is structurally stable (i.e., in equilibrium or globally interlocking). Yet, they cannot measure how stable the assembly is. Tilt analysis is a method to measure stability of masonry structures under lateral acceleration [Och02,Zes12]. In real experiments, the ground plane of a structure is rotated around a fixed axis to apply both horizontal and vertical acceleration to the structure based on the gravity. The critical tilt angle \(\phi\) gives the minimum value of lateral acceleration to cause the structure to collapse, and is used as a measure of the structure’s lateral stability [SPV*16, YGKA17]; see Figure 5(c). Wang et al. [WSIP19] generalized this measure by considering all possible rotation axes to tilt the ground plane, and proposed an algorithm to compute the measure based on the RBE method [WOD09]. The key idea is to compute a cone of gravity directions under which an assembly is in equilibrium; see the inset. The stability measure is defined as the minimum critical tilt angle \(\phi\) among all possible azimuthal tilt directions \(\theta\).

**2.4. Packing Efficiency**

Packing is a classical problem in computational geometry and operational research, with the goal of placing as many objects as possible in a given container without overlapping. The packing problem is known to be NP-hard [LMM02]. Extensive efforts have been devoted to solving 2D packing problems (e.g., for texture atlas refinement [LFY*19] and artistic primitive layout [RRS13]), packing similar objects on a 3D freeform surface (e.g., for architecture design [SHWP09] and personal fabrication [CML*17]), and packing regular/irregular objects within a 3D container (usually for storage and shipping). For a comprehensive review on packing problems, we refer readers to [CKPT17,LTO*20].

This report focuses on the problem of packing component parts of a given assembly within a container, called *assembly packing* problem. Since component parts usually have irregular shapes, assembly packing falls in the most challenging packing problems — *irregular packing* [LTO*20]. In assembly packing, the set of objects (i.e., parts) to be packed are given, including the total number and the geometry, and the goal is to find a realizable packing solution with high packing efficiency. Assembly packing is useful not just in saving storage and transportation space, but also in improving manufacturing efficiency [CZL*15] and minimizing material waste [KHM*17] by 3D printing or laser cutting parts together in a compactly packed state.

**Problem formulation.** For a given assembly \(A\) with parts \(P_1, \ldots, P_n\) of arbitrary shapes, assembly packing aims to put the parts within a (box) container \(C\) that is as small as possible by optimizing the layout of the parts. The search space of the problem is the pose of each part \(P_i\) in the packed state, represented as a rigid transform \((R_i, T_i)\) on \(P_i\)’s default pose.

**Objectives.** The main objective of assembly packing is to maximize the packing efficiency, defined as

\[
E_{\text{Pack}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} V(P_i)/V(C)
\]

where...
denotes the volume. Since \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} V(P_i) = V(A) \) in most cases, which is fixed for a given assembly \( A \), maximizing \( E_{\text{pack}} \) equals to minimizing \( V(C) \); see Figure 6(a). For powder-based 3D printing, the material cost is actually determined by the height of the packing configuration in a given 3D printing volume. In this case, the objective becomes minimizing the container’s height \( h \) \cite{CZL*15}; see Figure 6(b). A secondary objective could be employed to facilitate finding good packing solutions, which is based on minimizing the free volume \( V_{\text{free}} \) for the current subset of parts packed in the container \cite{VGB*14b,Att15}. The rationale is that the underlying free volume is potential wasted space, thus minimizing the free volume equals to maximizing the packing efficiency. In material deposition-based 3D printing, the underlying free volume is directly related to the amount of support material required for printing the packed parts; see Figure 6(c).

Constraints. There are three hard constraints for assembly packing. The first one is the bounding constraint, meaning that each part should be included in the container. The second one is overlap-free constraint, to avoid penetration among the parts in the packing configuration. The third one is assemblability constraint, meaning that there should exist a valid plan such that each individual part can be assembled into the packed state \cite{YCL*15}. This constraint can be satisfied by using the assembly planning methods in Section 2.2. Soft constraints are possible to be enforced in assembly packing. A typical example is preferred parts orientation for a more organized packing result \cite{YCL*15}.

Problem solver. Existing approaches to solve the above assembly packing problems can be classified into two classes: iterative and global approaches.

Iterative approaches place the given set of parts one by one in a container, while minimizing the bounding volume \( V_{\text{bound}} \) and the underlying free volume \( V_{\text{free}} \) for the current subset of parts packed in the container \cite{VGB*14b,Att15,CZL*15,KHLM17}. Due to this iterative scheme, the search space becomes the order to place the parts, and the pose \((R_i, T_i)\) to place each part \( P_i \) following the order. To solve the problem, the order is determined either based on an empirical criteria (e.g., parts are packed from largest to smallest \cite{Att15,KHLM17}) or by using a randomized \cite{KHLM17} or tabu search \cite{VGB*14b}. When placing each part \( P_i \), its pose \((R_i, T_i)\) is determined by a height-field based docking test; see Figure 6(c). In detail, for a fixed orientation \( R_i \), part \( P_i \) is docked on top of the packed parts in the container, where the optimal pose \( T_i \) is the one that minimizes \( V_{\text{bound}} \) and \( V_{\text{free}} \). The optimal orientation \( R_i \) is further determined by sampling all possible orientations, performing the docking test for each orientation, and selecting the one that minimizes \( V_{\text{bound}} \) and \( V_{\text{free}} \). Due to the height-field based docking, there could be unnecessary holes (i.e., wasted space) in the packing configuration \cite{CZL*15} (see Figure 7(a)), which can be alleviated by additional operations of placing small parts into the holes \cite{Att15} (see Figure 7(b)).

Global approaches seek to find poses of an assembly’s component parts in a packing configuration by solving a global optimization problem. Yao et al. \cite{YCL*15} initialize the packed state by making the parts well separated in a large container. Next, they reduce the size of the container, and remove both part-part and part-container collisions by using a rigid body simulator based on shape matching. In their approach, multiple random initializations are required to ensure high packing efficiency of the final result. Ma et al. \cite{MCHW18} proposed a hybrid optimization approach for packing irregular objects in a 3D container, which can be extended for assembly packing. In the continuous optimization, they initialize the placement of a subset of parts in the container, and use a growth-based strategy to iteratively adjust poses of the parts concurrently to achieve tight packing. In the combinatorial optimization, they perform swapping among the packed parts, as well as part replacement and hole filling operations with the rest unpacked parts, to improve the packing efficiency.

Discussion. In assembly packing, an assembly has two states: original state where parts are assembled and packed state where parts are packed in a container. Similar to the original state, a valid assembly plan is a hard constraint for the packed state. In many cases, we expect a simple assembly plan to facilitate the packing process. However, structural stability of the packed state is not a big concern as parts are held by a container and empty space among the parts are possible to be filled, e.g., using some soft material.

3. Assembly-based Fabrication

Starting from this section, we will review existing works on computational design of assemblies, some of which are guided by the analysis methods discussed in Section 2. One major reason for designing assemblies is to facilitate the use of specific fabrication techniques. Each fabrication technique has its limitations and constraints, making it impossible or undesirable to make some complex 3D shape as a single monolithic piece. Assembly-based fabrication addresses this challenge by representing or approximating the 3D shape with a set of simpler parts that satisfy the fabrication constraints. Additional benefits include reducing material waste, increasing manufacturing efficiency, and improving object surface quality.

This section reviews state-of-the-art methods that design assemblies for typical digital fabrication techniques: 3D printing (Section 3.1), CNC milling (Section 3.2), 2D laser cutting (Section 3.3), and mixed fabrication that employs multiple fabrication techniques (Section 3.4). For each fabrication technique, we briefly discuss its advantages and limitations, and review assembly-based fabrication methods that adapt to these specifics. In particular, assembly-based 3D printing or CNC milling is generally formulated as a shape decomposition problem, as these two techniques can fabricate 3D shapes with intricate geometric details. Assembly-based 2D laser cutting is typically formulated as a shape approximation or ab-
3.1. 3D Printing

3D printing or additive manufacturing is a process of fabricating an object by successively adding material layer by layer. According to the way of adding each layer of material, 3D printing technologies can be categorized into two classes [LEM17]. The first class is material deposition that creates the next layer by locally depositing material on a previously printed layer; typical examples are Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and Material Jetting (MJ). The second class is layer solidification that solidifies the top (or bottom) layer of a non-solid material (powder, liquid), e.g., by using a laser; typical examples are Stereolithography (SLA), Digital Light Processing (DLP), and Selective Laser Sintering (SLS).

3D printing can fabricate complex objects with fine geometric details, yet also has some well-known limitations. First, the maximum size of an object that a 3D printer can produce as a whole is limited by the size of the printing volume. Second, material deposition-based 3D printing requires support structures to fabricate objects with overhangs; see Figure 8(a). Third, 3D printing process is slow and the printing material is expensive. Lastly, 3D printing objects with desired appearance (e.g., high surface quality) is a challenging task.

Assembly-based 3D printing addresses the above limitations by decomposing a 3D shape into multiple printable parts with simpler shape. The seminal work by Luo et al. [LBRM12] proposed a computational framework for assembly-based 3D printing, mainly addressing the first limitation (i.e., size restriction). After that, a number of techniques have been developed to address not just the size restriction but also the other limitations described above. Section 3.1.1 reviews shape decomposition methods for support-free 3D printing, aiming to generate parts that require no or minimal support for material deposition-based 3D printing. Section 3.1.2 reviews shape decomposition methods for packing efficiency that allow packing parts compactly in the printing volume to reduce printing time and required support material. Section 3.1.3 reviews shape decomposition methods for appearance of assemblies, such that the resulting assembly can have improved surface quality or desired surface color assignment.

3.1.1. Shape Decomposition for Support-free 3D Printing

Material deposition-based 3D printing requires support material to be injected (and later removed) to produce overhangs in a fabricated shape. The angle between the shape surface and its printing orientation is defined as inclination angle denoted as $\alpha$ [VGB14a]; see Figure 8(a). Due to the strong adhesion between successive layers, 3D printing material can be accumulated without extra support structures when the surface inclination angle $\alpha$ is smaller than a threshold called the critical inclination angle $\alpha_c$, which is usually set to be $45^\circ$ depending on stiffness of the material. A shape is support-free if there is no inclination angle $\alpha$ of the shape surface that is larger than $\alpha_c$; see Figure 8(b) for an example.

A support-free shape can be 3D printed without using any support material. This brings a number of advantages such as saving support material, reducing fabrication time, avoiding tedious work of removing the support, and enabling a smooth surface of the final print. A special case of support-free shape is height-field shape (also called pyramidal shape), which has a flat base with the remaining boundary forming a height function over the base along the fabrication direction; see Figure 8(c). Height-field shape is a necessary condition for fabrication with 3-axis CNC milling. We will review existing works that decompose a 3D shape into height-field parts in Section 3.2.

This section focuses on support-free decomposition, where a complex shape is decomposed into a set of (near) support-free parts for 3D printing. According to the strategy to decompose a 3D shape, existing approaches can be classified into: 1) top-down approaches that iteratively split the input shape, usually by using a 3D plane, resulting in planar contacts among the parts; and 2) bottom-up approaches in which primitives (e.g., tetrahedrons) are clustered and merged to form each individual part, possibly resulting in non-planar contacts among the parts. These two classes of approaches are discussed in more detail below.

Top-down approaches try to find a set of 3D planes that clip the input shape into a set of parts, aiming to minimize the total support required for 3D printing the parts. These 3D planes are typically organized as a Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) tree [LBRM12], where each intermediate node represents a cut by a 3D plane and each leaf node represents a partition; see the inset for an example. Yu et al. [YYT17] proposed an evolutionary approach to search the clipping planes. In this approach, each candidate solution (referred to as an individual) is encoded as an array that concatenates parameters of each 3D plane in a BSP tree, starting from the root. The fitness function of each individual is evaluated based on the total overhanging area of the corresponding decomposed parts.

To assist the search of clipping planes, some researchers resorted to heuristics derived from shape analysis. Wei et al. [WQZ18] addressed the problem of decomposing a 3D shell model with locally tubular shapes, which can be well described by skeletons, into the least number of support-free parts. They reformulated the problem as decomposing a skeleton graph of the model into a minimal set of subgraphs that satisfy the support-free constraints, and developed a
semi-greedy stochastic approach to solve the graph partition problem. Finally, the input model is naturally partitioned into parts by performing planar cuts at each junction of the subgraphs. Karasik et al. [KFV19] addressed the problem of partitioning a general solid object into a small number of support-free parts. The key idea is to identify common non-printable geometric patterns in the object and to use a corresponding strategy to split them into printable or simpler parts. A stochastic search is proposed to apply the splitting strategies recursively over the remaining non-printable parts of the object, until the total number of cuts reaches a predefined limit.

All the above works assume fabrication with conventional 3D printers that have 3 degrees of freedom (DOFs), i.e., translation along X, Y, and Z axes. In contrast, some researchers attempted to decompose a 3D shape into (near) support-free parts for 5-DOF 3D printing such that each part can be 3D printed on top of the fabricated parts with a carefully chosen orientation (i.e., the additional 2 DOFs) [GWY19]. To ensure printability, the extruder should not collide with the printed parts or the printing bed during the fabrication process. An approach combining the genetic algorithm with simulated annealing was developed to find clipping planes that ensure (near) support-free and collision-free printing process.

**Bottom-up approaches** perform support-free decomposition via clustering according to the likelihood that two primitives interior to the input shape belong to the same, large support-free part. Hu et al. [HLZC14] addressed the problem of decomposing an object into as few as possible parts that are approximately pyramidal; see Figure 8(c) for an exact pyramidal shape. The algorithm progressively builds larger and larger interior elements of the input shape, from sample points to cells, blocks, and candidate pyramidal parts. The final decomposition, which is a selection of the candidate pyramidal parts, is obtained by solving the exact cover problem. As a post-processing, the contact surface between each pair of neighboring parts is refined to be piecewise planar such that the 3D printed parts can be easily glued together.

### 3.1.2. Shape Decomposition for Packing Efficiency

As mentioned in Section 2.4, parts that can be tightly packed into a 3D printing volume can save not just printing time but also support material. In practice, an over-segmented 3D shape certainly can improve the packing efficiency yet may also complicate the packing and assembly processes with too many parts. Hence, the goal of such decomposition is to achieve a high packing efficiency with a small number of parts. According to whether the decomposition and packing are performed sequentially or concurrently, existing solutions can be classified into sequential approaches and decompose-and-pack approaches.

**Sequential approaches** split the problem into two sequential processes: *shape decomposition* followed by *parts packing*, in which heuristics could be applied at the decomposition stage to encourage generating parts that are easier to pack. Venek et al. [VBG14b] developed a computational framework that decomposes a 3D shell model into a set of parts that can be tightly packed into a 3D printing volume. At the decomposition stage, the shell model is divided into a larger number of small segments. These segments are then pre-merged into parts that have sufficient volume and cross-sectional area. At the packing stage, the parts are packed using a height-field based approach that has been detailed in Section 2.4. The above merging and packing processes can be iterated until further merging is impossible; e.g., one merged part exceeds the available printing volume. Attene [Att15] proposed an algorithm to decompose a 3D solid model into parts that can be efficiently packed within a box. Compared with the approach in [VGB14b], this algorithm produces box-like parts using hierarchical segmentation at the decomposition stage to facilitate the later packing process, as boxes are believed to be easier to achieve a high packing efficiency.

**Decompose-and-pack approaches** address the two sub-problems, shape decomposition and parts packing, concurrently in a unified framework. The goal is to maximize packing efficiency by adjusting not just the parts’ poses but also their geometry. Yao et al. [YCL15] developed a multi-phase level set framework to decompose-and-pack 3D models for 3D printing; see Figure 6(a) for an example result. Taking a set of pre-segmented parts as input, the framework represents each part as a level set function and optimizes the partitioning and packing to improve packing efficiency as well as other metrics such as aesthetics. In the packing optimization, packing efficiency is maximized by iteratively performing two operations: 1) adjusting poses of the parts; and 2) modifying level set functions (i.e., geometry) of the parts. Chen et al. [CZL15] addressed the decompose-and-pack problem by using voxelization as an intermediate geometry representation and exploring the search space via a prioritized and bounded beam search; see Figure 6(b) for an example result. Starting with a coarse decomposition of the input shape, the initial parts are progressively packed into a pile in the printing volume by iteratively performing two possible operations: 1) packing a part onto the pile; and 2) cutting a part and packing one of the resulting sub-parts onto the pile. A key feature of this framework is that it works with pyramidal primitives, which are packing and printing-friendly.

#### 3.1.3. Shape Decomposition for Assembly Appearance

When 3D printing an assembly, the final assembly’s appearance will be affected by at least four factors: cutting seams, removing of supports, staircase effect, and material/color assignment. Below, we review existing approaches that address each of these factors, aiming to preserve visual appearance of the final assembly. Some research works address multiple factors, e.g., cutting seams and removing of supports in [FAG20], staircase effect and removing of...
supports in [WZK16]. For these works, we discuss how they handle each factor respectively.

Cutting seams are visible gaps between parts in the final assembly, which cannot be completely avoided due to manufacturing tolerances. To make cutting seams less obtrusive, they are preferred to run through areas of the object surface where they are less likely to be visible or distracting. One approach is based on the observation that cutting seams are less obtrusive in self-occluded areas. The seam unobtrusiveness is measured based on ambient occlusion and cuts are optimized to maximize this measure [LBRM12,FAG*20]; see Figure 9(a). An alternative approach is based on the observation that cutting seams aligned with surface details, where people expect to see discontinuities, are less noticeable. Hence, non-planar cuts can be optimized to maximize alignment with these surface details [YCL*15]; see Figure 9(b).

Removing of supports. As mentioned before, supports have to be 3D printed for objects that have overhangs (see again Figure 8(a)), and later removed in a post-processing step. Unfortunately, this may cause visual defects on the surface at regions contacted by supports, and even damage small geometric features; see Figure 9(c). These artifacts can be avoided (alleviated) by decomposing an object into (near) support-free parts; see Section 3.1.1. Besides these works, some researchers [FAG*20,WZK16] aimed to reduce the artifacts of removing supports by decomposing an object into parts that require small supported areas, possibly in occluded surface regions. In these approaches, cuts to decompose the object, together with a printing direction of each part, are found by using a scheme of over-segmentation followed by clustering.

Staircase effect of 3D printing. Most 3D printing technologies work by layering, i.e., slicing the shape and then generating each slice independently. This introduces an anisotropy into the process, often as different accuracies in the tangential and normal directions. Due to this reason, regions of the object surface that do not align with the 3D printing direction expose a staircase effect and thus reduce fidelity; see Figure 10(a). There are two typical ways to measure the staircase effect [LEM*17]: 1) the average weighted cusp height; see Figure 10(b); and 2) the sum of volumetric difference; see Figure 10(c). To minimize the staircase effect, some approaches [HBA13,WZK16] decompose an object into multiple parts and find an optimal 3D printing direction for each individual part guided by the two measures, while others [WCT*15] alleviate the staircase effect by choosing the printing layer height adapting to a saliency map of an input model, i.e., allowing more slicing layers for salient model regions.

Material/color assignment. Making an object whose outer surface consists of regions with different attributes (in particular, material and color) enriches the object appearance significantly. Manufacturing such objects as a single solid requires the use of multi-material 3D printers, which are expensive and not common in domestic environments. One promising alternative is to decompose the object into single-attribute parts that can be 3D printed separately (with different materials/colors) and then assembled to form the target object. This leads to an interesting problem: decomposing a 3D object into a set of parts such that the resulting assembly’s appearance conforms to a user-specified multi-color object surface segmentation; see Figure 11. The challenge of this problem is to determine topology and geometry of interface between each pair of neighboring parts while satisfying the requirements of appearance conformity and disassemblability. Yao et al. [YKGAI7] addressed this challenge by using a two-step approach: first, find a disassembly sequence such that each part can be disassembled with a single collision-free translational motion; second, construct 3D geometry of each part based on extrusion of the surface segmentation along the part translational direction; see Figure 11(a). Araujo et al. [ACA*19] developed an approach that supports more complex topology and geometry of interfaces between parts. They formulated the decomposition as an optimization that labels tetrahedrons in a tetrahedral mesh to minimize the energy of appearance conformity and disassemblability, and solved the optimization by sequentially computing three types of unknowns: assembly trajectories, interface topology, and interface location; see Figure 11(b).

3.2. CNC Milling

Different from 3D printing (additive manufacturing), CNC milling is a subtractive manufacturing technique that keeps removing material from a starting block using computer-controlled rotary cutters, until only the desired shape is left. Compared with 3D printing, CNC milling supports a larger variety of materials, including non-layerable materials such as stone, operates across a much wider range of scales, and provides higher manufacturing accuracy. Despite these advantages, one significant limitation of CNC milling is that some shapes are impossible to be fabricated when the tool cannot access all the surfaces of the shape.

Among all CNC milling techniques, 3-axis CNC milling is the most inexpensive and easiest to use, in which milling machines can translate the tool along the three axes of the Cartesian system. However, single-pass 3-axis CNC milling is limited to fabricating height-field blocks, which are solids bounded by a flat base and
a height-field surface defined along a direction orthogonal to, and located strictly above, the base. This is because the tool of 3-axis CNC milling machines has to be able to reach every point on the object surface by translational motion only; see Figure 8(c) for a 2D example. In practice, the realizable geometry is highly dependent on the available hardware of CNC machines such as the shape and dimension of the milling bit.

To address the above limitation, assembly-based (3-axis) CNC milling aims to decompose a given 3D shape into a set of overlap-free height-field blocks that cover the outer surface of the input shape. This height-field decomposition problem is known to be NP-hard [FM01], where the search space includes the number of blocks, and the base, axis, and height-field surface of each block. Compared with the support-free decomposition in Section 3.1.1, the height-field block is a hard constraint that has to be satisfied for every decomposed part. Below, we classify and review existing approaches that address this challenging problem.

**Two-step approaches** explore the search space with two steps: 1) define the number of blocks, and the base and axis of each block; and 2) compute the height-field surface of each block. Alemanno et al. [ACP*14] approximated an input object shape with an internal base mesh by using a 3D modeling tool, and took each of the base mesh’s face (normal) as a high-field base (axis). The height-field surface of each block is computed by decomposing the object surface based on the base mesh. Fanni et al. [FCM*18] computed the base and axis of each height-field block by using a polycube representation of the input shape and generated the geometry of blocks by performing a polycube decomposition on the shape; see Figure 12(a). As the resulting blocks are not guaranteed to have a height-field surface, the blocks need to go through a height-field checking process.

**Optimization approaches** explore the search space using optimizations. Herholz et al. [HMA15] addressed the problem of decomposing a 3D mesh model into a small set of height-field patches, and formulated it as a discrete labeling problem over the mesh triangles. To solve the problem, they uniformly sample a large number of potential height-field directions, and find connected components of mesh triangles carrying the same label (i.e., the triangles are height-field with respect to the same direction) using a multi-label graph cut algorithm. These connected components (i.e., patches) are thickened to form shell blocks, resulting in possible collisions among the blocks that need to be removed by machining the blocks’ backsides manually. Muntoni et al. [MLS*18] proposed a fully automatic approach to decompose a 3D solid shape into a small set of overlap-free height-field blocks. To ensure that a valid decomposition can always be found, they focus on axis-aligned decomposition by constraining the height-field directions to the major axes. Given an input model, they first produce a compact set of large, possibly overlapping, height-field blocks that jointly cover the model surface by solving an optimization. Next, a minimal set cover algorithm is used to reduce the number of decomposed blocks, while allowing overlaps among them. Lastly, the overlaps are resolved by assigning the overlap portion to one of the associated blocks using a graph-based algorithm. Figure 12(b) shows an example decomposition.

### 3.3. Laser Cutting

Compared with 3D printers and CNC machines, laser cutters can only cut 2D polygonal shapes out of a flat plank by controlling the movement of a laser beam that is always perpendicular to the plank. Despite this limitation, laser cutting has many advantages in terms of fabrication like high precision, high speed, fewer constraints on the fabrication space, and supporting a wide range of materials, making it widely used in industrial production and research prototyping.

To fabricate a 3D shape, assembly-based laser cutting aims to abstract or approximate the 3D shape with a set of 2D planar parts made by laser cutting (called laser-cut parts). Assembly-based laser cutting methods can be classified into three classes according to the form of the resulting assembly: 1) a spatial assembly to abstract a 3D volumetric shape (see Section 3.3.1 and Figure 13(a)); 2) a mesh-like assembly to abstract a 3D surface (see Section 3.3.2 and Figure 13(b)); and 3) a shell assembly to approximate a 3D surface (see Section 3.3.3 and Figure 13(c)).

In these assemblies, joining 2D laser-cut parts to form a steady assembly is a challenging task due to the limited contact area among the planar parts. Although additional connectors [CSaLM13] or wires [RA15] can be used to join laser-cut parts, the most effective way is to create integral joints on the laser-cut parts (called laser-cut joints), which can not only stabilize the whole assembly but also simplify the assembly process; see again Section 2.1. Typical examples of laser-cut joints are halved joints, mortise-and-tenon joints, and finger joints; see Figure 14.
3.3.1. Spatial Assembly

Laser-cut parts can mutually intersect with one another in the full 3D space to form a spatial assembly, which are typically used as shape abstractions (i.e., sculptures), furniture, or architecture.

Shape abstractions. A laser-cut spatial assembly can be designed to abstract a 3D shape, as a sculptural art form; see Figure 13(a). In these assemblies, planar parts have prefabricated halved joints (see Figure 14(a)) at their intersections and are assembled by sliding them together.

McCrae et al. [MSM11] generated shape abstractions by progressively selecting planes to cover geometric features of a given 3D shape, guided by principles inferred from user studies that dictate priorities of these features. This technique was later extended in a computational tool [MUS14] for interactive design and fabrication of user-desired sculptures with planar sections. In these two works, shape abstraction is the main focus, yet there is no guarantee that the computed spatial assemblies are physically constructible only by sliding parts. To resolve this issue, Hildebrand et al. [HBA12] represented such spatial assemblies as an extended BSP tree, and used it to quickly evaluate if a newly added planar part can be physically slid into the assembly. Shape abstractions are generated by iteratively adding new planar parts that are generated by a sampling strategy, following an assembly plan that is computed using a branch-and-bound approach.

Furniture-like assemblies. Schwartzburg and Pauly [SP13] proposed a computational approach to design spatial assemblies composed of planar parts that are nonorthogonally connected by prefabricated halved joints. An optimization algorithm is developed to find feasible configurations (i.e., orientation, position, and shape) of planar parts that satisfy the fabrication, rigidity, and assembly constraints. Koo et al. [KHLM17] investigated waste-minimizing furniture design, aiming to provide design variations that result in less wastage of materials. To generate such design variations, 2D packing efficiency of planar parts is maximized for laser cutting by jointly optimizing poses of the parts and furniture design parameters, while maintaining original design intent specified in the form of design constraints. Once obtaining the parts geometry, integral joints (see Figure 14) are further constructed on the parts for their connection.

3.3.2. Mesh-like Assembly

Mesh-like assemblies are designed to abstract a free-form 3D surface with a set of ribbon-shaped slices, where each slice is oriented guided by the surface tangent like a mesh edge; see Figure 13(b).

Given a 3D surface, there are two ways to generate such assemblies as shape abstractions: 1) use long, curved slices with prefabricated halved joints [CPMS14]; 2) use short, straight slices joined with additional connectors [RA15]. Cignoni et al. [CPMS14] approximated a 3D surface with a set of curved slices that are placed driven by a smooth cross-field defined on the surface, providing an appealing, uniform distribution of slices over the surface. Halved joints with enlarged slits are constructed on the slices to enable nonorthogonal connections among the slices in a structurally sound way. Richter et al. [RA15] represented a 3D surface with a set of straight slices distributed as torsion-free edges of the mesh that are jointed at their meeting point (i.e., vertex). The geometry of the slices are constructed in two steps: 1) generate a coarse, low-ori-ence mesh approximation using a variant of anisotropic centroidal Voronoi tessellation; and 2) create slices by modifying the mesh while incorporating constraints like torsion-free and minimal slice length using an iterative optimization.

3.3.3. Shell Assembly

Shell assemblies are designed to approximate a closed 3D surface for quick and low-fidelity fabrication with laser cutting. Different from spatial and mesh-like assemblies, each part in shell assemblies are oriented following the surface normal like a mesh face; see Figure 13(c).

Chen et al. [CSLM13] approximated a 3D mesh model with a small number of polygons that form a closed surface, by iteratively clustering mesh faces, estimating planes for each cluster, and slowly deforming the faces toward each plane. Once the polygons are obtained, they are thickened to form planar parts. Additional planar connectors are generated to internally join neighboring parts. Chen et al. [CS15] extracted planar surfaces of a given mesh model to form planar parts, and generated finger joints (see Figure 14(c)) sequentially at the intersection of every pair of neighboring parts for their connection. Baudisch et al. [BSK∗19] presented an interactive system for designing sturdy laser-cut 3D objects based on closed box structures connected with finger joints. Compared with [CSLM13] that handles free-form shapes, the resulting shell assemblies in [CS15, BSK∗19] have more regular shape.

3.4. Mixed Fabrication

Mixed fabrication refers to utilizing multiple manufacturing techniques in combination to assemble a single product, aiming at combining their strengths and/or compensating their drawbacks. This technique, combined with interactive design, has been extensively studied in the human computer interaction community, e.g., for low-fidelity fabrication [BGM∗15, KSW∗17]. We refer readers to [BM17] for a comprehensive review on this topic. In this report, we focus on computational methods that automatically generate geometry of parts/joints for mixed fabrication, guided by some design objectives. Most of these methods combine the strengths of 3D printing and 2D laser cutting for fabrication; see Figure 15 for examples. More precisely, 3D printing is able to fabricate objects with fine geometric details, yet its drawbacks are high material cost and long printing time, which can be well compensated by 2D laser cutting. We classify these methods into two classes according to the design objective.

Cost-effective large object fabrication. This class of works aims
at fabricating large objects at lower cost and higher speed, by combining 3D printing with 2D laser cutting or universal building blocks. The key idea is to build a coarse internal base within the given 3D object, and then attach thin 3D printed parts, as an external shell, onto the base to recover the fine surface details. Gao et al. [GZN+15] fabricated a functional object by 3D printing a partitioned object shell around a laser-cut cuboid, which is used as the internal base as well as a container to put electronic and sensory components. The total material cost is significantly reduced by maximizing volume of the laser-cut cuboid. Inspired by this work, Song et al. [SDW+16] proposed to design the internal base as one or multiple convex polyhedrons, fabricated also with laser-cutting; see Figure 15(a). To minimize the total material cost, an optimization is developed to approximate a given 3D shape with convex polyhedrons of maximized volume, while requiring that each polyhedron is strictly within the shape. 3D printing also can be combined with reusable universal building blocks for cost-effective fabrication. Chen et al. [CLF+18] built the internal base with universal building blocks, which have higher flexibility to fill up an input shape’s interior. Due to this reason, this approach can achieve a better performance than [SDW+16] in terms of material saving.

Rod-joint structure fabrication. This class of works aims at fabricating free-form frame structures by connecting laser-cut rods with 3D printed joints. The rationale behind is to delegate complex geometry to the joints fabricated by 3D printing while the intrinsic strength is retained by the rods that require only laser cuts. Tonelli et al. [TPCS16] designed a grid-shell architectural structure by optimizing a polygonal tessellation on a given 3D surface to maximize the static and aesthetic performance, and fabricated a mockup of the shell as a rod-joint structure. Chidambaram et al. [CZS+19] developed a computational tool to design structurally sound rod-joint structures from a given 3D mesh model, where the key feature is a recommendation system that guides users’ local editing to improve the structural and functional performance. Jacobson [Jac19] developed a computational tool to design, fabricate, and assemble general rod-joint structures. Once a structure is designed, the tool automatically generates geometry for 3D printable joints and cutting plans for rods, as well as assists users to find a feasible assembly plan; see Figure 15(b).

Discussion. Besides the four kinds of digital fabrication techniques described in this section, researchers are also exploring the potential of using assembly-based approaches for making objects with other fabrication techniques such as 5-axis CNC machining [LXG10], molding where the mold is an assembly while the

Figure 15: Mixed fabrication with 3D printing and 2D laser cutting: (a) cost-effective large object fabrication [SDW+16]; and (b) frame structure with 3D printed joints and laser-cut rods [Jac19].

Figure 16: Designing assemblies in equilibrium: (a) masonry building [WOD09], (b) equilibrium puzzle [FMB15], and (c) free-form architectural assembly [WSIP19].

4. Structurally Stable Assemblies

Section 3 represents or approximates a 3D shape with a set of simple parts for fabrication. Very few such works consider structural stability of the resulting assembly as they assume fabricated parts can be connected by a wide variety of joining methods such as glue; see again Section 2.1. Among them, some research works [CPMS14, SP13] use integral joints and enforce local joining constraints at the design stage to facilitate stability based on some heuristics.

This section focuses on computational methods to design structurally stable assemblies, guided by a formal stability analysis that has been described in Section 2.3. We classify these methods into two classes according to the design objective, either to make the assembly in equilibrium or globally interlocking. To encourage disassembly, all these methods choose to use integral joints, or simply planar contacts, for connecting the parts. Assemblies designed in this section can have a wide variety of geometric forms and be used in many different applications; see Figure 16 and 17.

4.1. Assemblies in Equilibrium

An assembly is in static equilibrium if interaction forces between the parts can balance external forces acting on the assembly, mainly the gravity. These assemblies are common in architecture, furniture, and puzzles; see Figure 16. However, designing them is a non-trivial task as an equilibrium state depends on not only the parts (with integral joints) geometry, but also their geometric arrangement as well as the material property (i.e., friction coefficient).

Section 2.3 has presented the RBE method to test whether an assembly is in equilibrium. Hence, a general way to design assemblies in equilibrium is using the RBE method to guide the search of a feasible configuration of parts geometry and arrangement. The other class of methods is more specific and focuses on designing free-form architectural assemblies like pavilion and dome, which relies on designing a self-supporting surface.

Design guided by the RBE method. The RBE method described in Section 2.3 can not only test if a given assembly is in equilibrium under known external forces, but also provide a measure of the assembly’s infeasibility to be in equilibrium when it fails the test.
Whiting et al. [WOD09] integrated the RBE method with procedural modeling to design masonry structures that are in equilibrium under gravity, and they used a heuristic algorithm to search the parameter space such that the infeasibility measure can be decreased to zero; see Figure 16(a). Later, Whiting et al. [WSW*12] extended this approach by using a gradient descent algorithm to explore the parameter space, in which a closed-form of the infeasibility measure’s derivative with respect to the parts geometry variation is devised. Frick et al. [FMB15] developed an interactive tool to design assemblies in equilibrium by decomposing a given 3D shape into a set of parts with planar cuts; see Figure 16(b). The tool keeps visualizing required tension forces computed by the RBE method and allows users to edit the planar cuts interactively until all the tension forces are removed.

**Design based on self-supporting surfaces.** According to the safety theorem [Hey66], an assembly is self-supporting (i.e., equilibrium under gravity) if there exists a thrust surface contained within the structure that forms a compressive membrane resisting the load applied to the assembly. Once the thrust surface, also called self-supporting surface, is ready, a self-supporting assembly can be easily generated by thickening and partitioning the surface into parts. Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) developed by Block and Oechsendorf [BO07] is a well-known graphical approach for form exploration of self-supporting surfaces. Inspired by this work, the graphics community has proposed a number of geometry processing methods to approximate free-form surfaces with the resulting self-supporting assembly. Note that a local geometric feature in the target surface (highlighted by a red arrow) is deformed to make the surface self-supporting.

4.2. Interlocking Assemblies

An assembly is interlocking if it can be in equilibrium under arbitrary external forces when the key is held by other means [WSIP19]. According to the static-kinematic duality, the interlocking property of a given assembly can be tested by using kinematic methods described in Section 2.3. Compared with assemblies in equilibrium, interlocking assemblies are more structurally stable under unpredictable external forces yet enforce higher complexity on the parts geometry and their joining. The main challenge of designing interlocking assemblies is to ensure two conflicting properties simultaneously: interlocking and disassemblable. This is because interlocking requires strict joining to restrict relative movement among parts yet disassemblability demands at least one collision-free plan to separate the parts (i.e., not deadlocking).

A straightforward way to design interlocking assemblies is to exhaustively search all possible configurations and perform the interlocking test. This method has been tried by Cutler [Cut78] in the late 1970s to discover new six-piece interlocking configurations, which took almost three years to search a cubical volume of less than $4^3$ voxels due to the combinatorial complexity. Later, Xin et al. [XLF*11] developed a re-targeting approach to create 3D interlocking puzzles by replicating and connecting multiple instances of an existing six-piece interlocking burr structure within a given target shape. Until recently, a few computational methods have been developed to design new interlocking assemblies, making it possible to increase the number of parts and to enrich geometric forms of assemblies significantly; see Figure 17. The design problem in these works is formulated as, \textit{shape decomposition or joint planning}, according to the given input.

**Shape decomposition.** When the input is a target shape, computational design of interlocking assemblies can be formulated as a \textit{shape decomposition} problem. A typical approach to address this problem is to construct Local Interlocking Groups (LIGs), which are a subset of connected parts that are locked by a specific key in the group, and to enforce dependency among these LIGs. The advantage of this approach is that the resulting assemblies are guaranteed to be globally interlocking. Yet, the limitation is that the explored search space is restricted to a small subset of all possible interlocking configurations. Song et al. [SFSC12] first proposed this approach and used it to construct 3D interlocking puzzles. Given a voxelized 3D shape, their method iteratively extracts pieces while enforcing a local interlocking condition among every three consecutive pieces; see Figure 17(a). This method was later extended to handle smooth non-voxelized shapes for 3D printing [SFLF15] and to design 3D steady dissection puzzles [TSW*19].

**Joint planning.** When the input is a set of initial parts without joints, designing interlocking assemblies can be formulated as a \textit{joint planning} problem. The goal is to plan and construct a set of predefined joints (e.g., mortise and tenon joint in Figure 1(c)) on the initial parts to make them interlocking. Fu et al. [FSY*15] focused on plate structures such as furniture that have been initially partitioned into parts, and computed an interlocking joint configuration following the LIG-based approach, where each LIG has only 3 or 4 parts and thus the joint configuration in each LIG can be searched exhaustively; see Figure 17(b). This method has been extended to interlock 2D laser-cut parts into a convex polyhedron [SDW*16] and to design reconfigurable furniture with multi-key interlocking [SFJ*17]. Yao et al. [YCW17] designed interlocking shell assemblies for 3D printing by using a randomized search with pruning to generate candidate joint configurations and verifying their global interlocking by using physically based simulation; see Figure 17(c).
To address the above two classes of problems in a unified framework, Wang et al. [WSP18] represented parts blocking relations with a family of base DBGs (see again Figure 4) and leveraged efficient graph analysis tools to test and compute an interlocking arrangement of the parts; see also Section 2.2 and 2.3. Compared with the above approaches, the strength of this approach is two-fold: 1) allowing exploring the full search space of interlocking configurations; and 2) supporting a wide range of geometric forms of resulting assemblies. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the DBG-based interlocking test assumes that parts have to be taken out with sequential translational motion, which is not always the case (see Figure 3(a) for an example). Hence, this approach requires verify the generated designs by performing the inequality-based interlocking test method in Section 2.3, when parts are non-orthogonally connected.

Discussion. In practice, equilibrium under gravity might be insufficient since an assembly could be exposed to different forces (e.g., live loads). This motivates the stability measure based on the tilt analysis described in Section 2.3, where an assembly can be in equilibrium for a cone of gravity directions, as well as the work of optimizing free-form architectural assemblies to maximize the stability measure [WSIP19]; see Figure 16(c). On the other hand, global interlocking might impose too strict constraints on the assembly’s geometry, as real assemblies usually do not have to experience arbitrary external forces. Hence, some research works relax the constraint of global interlocking, e.g., by allowing multiple keys in the final assembly [SFJ 17] or allowing parts to be immobilized by using geometric arrangement together with friction [TSW 19].

5. Reconfigurable Assemblies

Different from the assemblies in Section 3 and 4 that typically have a single geometric form, reconfigurable assemblies consist of a common set of parts that can be rearranged into multiple forms for use in different situations [GGG16]. By reusing the component parts, reconfigurable assemblies have advantages like cost efficiency, multiple functionalities, and requiring less storage space, for example. In this report, we focus on reconfigurable assemblies that have clearly defined target geometric forms, usually specified by users as 2D or 3D shapes. We classify existing works on the design of reconfigurable assemblies into two classes, free reconfigurable assemblies and hinged reconfigurable assemblies, according to whether the component parts are separable or hinged during the reconfiguration process. Free reconfigurable assemblies can be disassembled into individual parts, and each of these parts can be rigidly transformed in full 6 DOFs before being re-assembled into another form; see Section 5.1. In contrast, in hinged reconfigurable assemblies, parts remain connected at certain joints when transforming across different forms; see Section 5.2.

5.1. Free Reconfiguration

The goal of designing free reconfigurable assemblies is to generate a common set of parts, as well as their geometric arrangement in each configuration, to reproduce a set of user-specified 2D or 3D shapes. This design problem can be formulated as (approximated) geometric dissection if only the target shapes are provided and as designing interchangeable parts if the target shapes have been compatibly segmented.

Geometric dissection is a problem that has been studied for a long time in recreational math and computational geometry [Fre97]. In its basic form, geometric dissection partitions a 2D shape into a finite number of pieces that can be rearranged into a new shape of equal area. According to the Wallace-Bolyai-Gerwien theorem, given any two 2D polygons with equal area, a dissection between them always exists. However, the proof does not restrict the number of parts, often leading to over-segmented parts that are physically implausible. Meanwhile, the task of finding an exact K-piece dissection between two 2D polygons has been proved to be NP-hard [BDD15].

Recently, several computational methods have been developed to address the dissection problem, e.g., for designing dissection puzzles or making reconfigurable furniture; see Figure 18(a&b). To facilitate the search of feasible dissection results with a small number of parts, these methods restrict the search on a discrete lattice space and/or allow small modifications on the input shapes. Zhou et al. [ZW12] proposed a hierarchical clustering method to create dissection puzzles on general 2D shapes represented as a discrete square or triangular lattice; see Figure 18(a). They also showed an extension to dissect a few simple 3D shapes that are represented as a cubic grid. Duncan et al. [DYYT17] relaxed the dissection problem by letting input shapes impose soft rather than hard constraints on the dissection process, and developed a tree search algorithm to create a dissection result that approximates a given pair of 2D naturalistic shapes.

Unlike 2D dissection puzzles that can be supported on a tabletop surface, 3D dissection puzzles are preferable to be stable under gravity and during manipulation. Tang et al. [TSW19] addressed this problem by co-decomposing two voxelized shapes and making the resulting assemblies stable based on a generalized interlocking model; see also Section 4.2. Their method allows slight modification on the input shapes, with preference on the interior to preserve
the puzzle’s external appearance. Besides dissecting 3D voxelized shapes, researchers also attempted to dissect spatial shapes like furniture. Song et al. [SFJ’17] formulated the design of reconfigurable furniture as a weakly-constrained dissection problem by relaxing the one-to-one correspondence of parts in different forms. They derived their solution by iteratively constructing parts with correspondence while maximizing part reuse and reducing necessary modifications on the input shapes. They also proposed a half-joint graph that models joint connections between parts over multiple forms. This graph is used for joint planning to make the assembly interlocking in each form; see Figure 18(b).

**Designing interchangeable parts.** Given a collection of compatibly segmented 3D shapes, Duncan et al. [DYY16] partitioned them into parts and deformed connecting boundaries of parts with similar semantic meaning to make these connecting boundaries identical, while minimizing deviation from their original appearance. After adding unified mortise-and-tenon joints, parts with identical local boundaries are interchangeable for building novel objects with a coherent appearance; see Figure 18(c). This work was inspired by the concept of assembly-based modeling [FKS’04], in which new shapes are constructed by connecting components from existing shapes, and can be considered as a physical realization of modeling with replaceable substructures [LYW’15].

### 5.2. Hinged Reconfiguration

Designing hinged reconfigurable assemblies requires creating not just a common set of parts but also hinges among them. Compared with free reconfigurable assemblies, the motion of parts in hinged assemblies is more restricted due to the hinge connection. The focus of these hinged assemblies is to make use of their multiple forms, and hinges just provide a way to transform across these forms. This makes them distinct from mechanical assemblies with hinges such as linkages [NBA19, UZT16], whose focus is to transfer motion and force by transforming the parts. Research efforts have been devoted to computational design of three classes of hinged reconfigurable assemblies: a special geometric dissection called hinged dissection, transformables that can shift across different shapes, and foldable assemblies for space saving.

**Hinged dissection** is a special class of geometric dissection that connects all the parts into a chain at “hinged” points and converts a shape to another by swinging the chain continuously. It has been proved that a hinged dissection always exists when two polygons have equal area [AAC’12]. Li et al. [LMAH’18] studied a special class of hinged dissection called reversible hinged dissection, where one 2D shape can be dissected in its interior and then inverted inside-out, with hinges placed at the shape boundary, to reproduce the other 2D shape; see Figure 19(a). They developed a quick filtering scheme to pick potential input shape pairs from a 2D shape collection, and proposed an automatic algorithm that constructs an approximate dissection between two input shapes by finding a pair of conjugate trunks, which are a pair of polygons with the same edges (yet in an inverse order) in the two shapes respectively. Zhou et al. [ZSMS14] addressed an approximate 3D hinged dissection problem to design an assembly that can be folded into a box, possibly with visible gaps. Their algorithm has three steps: 1) partition a 3D shape into approximately cubic pieces based on voxelization; 2) assign a hinge type to each pair of neighboring voxels, aiming to obtain a low energy tree that spans all the voxels; and 3) find a collision-free sequence that folds the object into a cube based on physical simulation and user interactions.

**Transformables** are physical characters whose overall shape can be changed merely by rotating or translating their component parts. One typical example is transformers, which are robots that can change their shapes to perform different locomotions and/or tasks. To design transformables, researchers take a character skeleton and a target shape as inputs (see the left of Figure 19(b)), and formulate the design problem as a decomposition of the target shape guided by the skeleton. Huang et al. [HCLC16] addressed the problem by adjusting the skeleton, embedding it into the target shape, and finding an optimal decomposition of the shape into parts using simulated annealing. To animate the transformables, they proposed a two-level motion-planning process to find collision-free transforms between the two shapes. Yuan et al. [YZC18] addressed a similar problem, yet focused on designing transformables for fabrication; see Figure 19(b). Their algorithm is different from that of [HCLC16] in three aspects: 1) find an optimal pose of the skeleton inside the object mesh for a tight and collision-free embedding; 2) use a collision-aware multiple level set-based growth model to decompose the target shape, starting from the skeleton mesh; and 3) find a collision-free transform between the two shapes by using a greedy search together with post-processing (i.e., caving) on the parts to remove collision. Different from these two works, Yu et al. [YLL’19] focused on transformables whose different shapes are formed via folding and twisting a chain structure with many identical parts hinged together. Given multiple input models represented as voxelizations, they designed such transformables by finding a simple path as the chain configuration that connects most voxels in these models.
Foldable assemblies generally have two forms, one folded form for saving space and one unfolded form for usage. This concept has been successfully practiced in space-saving furniture, foldable shapes for 3D printing, and scissoring structures [ZWC16, ZSC16]. Li et al. [LHAZ15] addressed the problem of designing space-saving furniture. Given an input 3D object with a folding direction, their goal is to apply a minimum amount of modification to the object so that it can be folded to save space; see Figure 19(c). To achieve this goal, a two-level approach is proposed based on partitioning the input shape into a set of folding units. For each unit, they made it foldable with respect to the prescribed folding direction by hinge insertion and part shrinking. The order of folding the units is further found using a greedy scheme to minimize the total foldabilization costs. Ibrahim and Yan [IY18] addressed a similar problem, except that the folding direction is computed automatically rather than given. Taking a segmented furniture model as input, they jointly optimize for joint locations, a folding order, and folding angles for each part of the model, such that the input can be transformed to a compact form. Splitting of some parts is allowed to improve the compactness. Zhou and Chen [ZC18] addressed the problem of designing convertible furniture. Given a set of desired furniture units as input, they proposed an algorithm that assigns junctions (i.e., hinges or slides) to connect furniture units such that these units can collapse into a compact form. Rather than focusing on furniture, Miyamoto et al. [MEKM17] proposed a method for creating a flat-foldable model with rigid panels that approximates an input 3D mesh. Their method divides the input mesh into multiple components, converts them into convex shapes, and optimizes shapes and positions of panels of each convex component to make the whole model flat-foldable; see Figure 19(d).

6. Building Assemblies with Tileable Blocks

Tileable blocks are a set of geometrically unique parts whose instances can build up complex assemblies. These blocks are universal and reusable in many constructions, bringing advantages like high utilization and low cost for mass production. Probably the most well-known tileable blocks are LEGO bricks, which have been studied extensively. Researchers also designed and investigated customized tileable blocks to build planar and 3D structures. Once the tileable blocks are given, the design of assemblies can be formulated as a layout optimization problem, for which typical objectives include shape, structural stability, and visual appearance of the assembly.

6.1. LEGO Bricks

LEGO is a well-known assembly toy for creative construction. LEGO bricks are colorful plastic building blocks, among which the most commonly used ones are of cuboid shape with various lengths, widths and heights. A LEGO brick has knobs on its top side and cavities on its bottom side; see the inset. When the knobs and cavities are snapped together, there are normal forces exerted between them, leading to a non-zero maximum static friction load between a knob and a cavity. As a result, the bricks can fit firmly due to this friction contact. Stacking bricks layer by layer will form 3D sculptures of various shapes.

The LEGO construction problem is defined as: ‘Given any 3D body, how can it be built from LEGO bricks?’ [GHP98]. One major challenge of this problem is to find layouts that are physically stable, especially for large-scale LEGO assemblies. Since the first work by Gower et al. [GHP98], a number of approaches have been proposed to address this challenge, typically using heuristics for stability estimation; see [KCL14] for a survey. In particular, Tes-tuz et al. [TSP13] represented a LEGO assembly as a parts-graph and used a randomized greedy algorithm to search for a LEGO layout by performing merging and splitting operations on the LEGO bricks. To maximize the stability, their algorithm tries to find the optimal configuration with more edges and fewer weak articulation points in the graph representation. Yun et al. [YPYM17] extended the representation as a two-colored graph, where a red edge represents brick connectivity while a blue edge represents brick adjacency. They measured a LEGO assembly’s stability based on the red-edge distance for adjacent bricks connected by a blue edge. Different from the above heuristics, Luo et al. [LYH15] measured a LEGO assembly’s stability based on the difference between the maximum friction load and the actual friction forces computed using the RBE method described in Section 2.3. Guided by this measure, their approach iteratively applies local and stochastic search to obtain layouts that gradually and strictly improve the stability; see Figure 20(a&b).

The above works purely use cuboid LEGO bricks as the building blocks. Hence, an initial layout with $1 \times 1$ LEGO bricks can be intuitively generated based on voxelization of the input 3D model. However, this strategy is infeasible when sloping or circular LEGO bricks are taken into consideration. Zhou et al. [ZCX19] addressed this challenge by identifying visual features in the input 3D model and representing them with best-fitting bricks, during which the input model could be deformed to adapt to the discrete nature of LEGO bricks.

6.2. Customized Tileable Blocks

Constructing structurally stable assemblies with tileable blocks is intriguing in engineering and architecture, and has recently attracted great interest in the graphics community. At the end of 17th
Figure 21: Building planar assemblies with tilable blocks: (a) the Abeille flat vault; (b) a topological interlocking assembly with cubes [DEKBP03], where the boundary is highlighted in black; and (c) an assembly with bi-axial weaving patterns built with a single tileable block (in orange) [KAS*21]

century, Joseph Abeille discovered that identical tetrahedrons truncated at two opposite edges can be arranged to form a planar stable assembly, known as Abeille flat vaults; see Figure 21(a). Since then, several variants of these structures have been invented and studied under the name of topological interlocking (TI) assemblies [DEKBP03]. Physical experiments conducted on TI assemblies have shown that they possess interesting and unusual mechanical properties such as high strength and toughness [MZB18] and damage confinement [SBC*10].

TI assemblies typically consist of a single tileable element that can be repeatedly arranged in such a way that the whole structure can be held together by a fixed boundary, while elements are kept in place by mutual blocking. Kanel-Belov et al. [KBDE*10] proposed a constructive approach to generate TI assemblies based on a tiling of the middle plane, where the single tileable block could be one of the five platonic solids; see Figure 21(b) for an example. Weizmann et al. [WAG17] extended this approach and explored different 2D tessellations (regular, semi-regular and non-regular tessellations) to discover new TI blocks for building floors. Rather than relying on 2D tessellations, other researchers [KAS*21, AKF*20] made a connection between planar assemblies and bi-axial weaving patterns. They generated tileable blocks (with curved faces) by Voronoi partitioning of space using curve segments whose arrangement follows the weaving patterns; see Figure 21(c).

The above mentioned tilable blocks are designed for constructing planar assemblies. Although they can be adapted to 3D freeform surfaces, these blocks will not have identical shape any more as their geometry has to be modified to follow the curvature of the surface [FBC19, WSIP19]. This limitation motivates research to design tileable blocks for building 3D shapes. Zhang et al. [ZB16] designed a set of nine tileable blocks with integral joints, called interlocking voxels. By using a hierarchical and layer-by-layer assembly order, these blocks can build up voxelization-like assemblies that are globally interlocking; see Figure 20(c&d). Other examples include SL blocks [Shi16], which consist of an S-shaped and an L-shaped tetracubes attaching to each other along sides, for building voxelized shapes, and tileable blocks for building variations of a given 3D architectural shape [KWS16].

Following this line of work, computational design of tileable blocks that can form a wide variety of 3D shapes is still an ongoing research topic in the graphics community.

7. High-level Analysis of Computational Design Methods

In Sections 3 to 6, we have reviewed computational methods to design assemblies with four objectives: fabricability, stability, reconfigurability, and tilability. To achieve these four objectives, the problem of designing assemblies can be formulated and addressed in various ways. We categorize these formulations into six classes (see also the leftmost column of Table 1):

- **Shape decomposition.** An assembly is generated by decomposing a target shape into parts. The decomposition task is most commonly addressed by one of five different approaches: top-down cut with 3D planes (planar cut), solving the multi-label graph cut problem (graph cut), merging elements like voxels, tetrahedrons, or over-segmented primitives (merge elements), solving the set cover problem (set cover), and embedding an object in the shape to guide the decomposition (embedding).

- **Shape approximation.** An assembly is generated by approximating a given 3D shape and taking each geometric primitive (e.g., edge, face, or slice) of the approximation as an individual part. In most cases, the whole (or exterior) shape is approximated to fabricate a shape abstraction. Sometimes, the approximation is required to be exactly within the given shape (interior), e.g., for being used as an internal support base in mixed fabrication.

- **Parts optimization.** The input is an assembly with initial parts and their geometric arrangement. A design objective, e.g., improving the assembly’s structural stability, is achieved by optimizing the parts geometry.

- **Joint planning.** Given an initial assembly without joints, a design objective such as making the assembly interlocking is achieved by planing and constructing (typically predefined) joints among the parts. In some methods, the parts geometry and/or poses have to be slightly modified. For example, when designing foldable assemblies by inserting hinges, the parts geometry may need to be adapted for collision-free folding.

- **Shape co-decomposition.** Given multiple (typically two) target shapes, the goal is to generate a common set of parts that can reproduce these shapes by co-decomposition. According to the parts generation scheme, the co-decomposition process can be classified as iterative or hierarchical.

- **Layout optimization.** Given the geometry of parts, a design objective such as creating a stable LEGO assembly is achieved by optimizing the layout of these parts or their instances. In some cases, the parts geometry is optimized together with the layout, e.g., for high packing efficiency.

Table 1 provides an overview and classification of over 50 research papers on computational design of assemblies that have been discussed in this report. Since each paper typically has a concrete design objective and an explicit problem formulation, we organize the table in a way that each column corresponds to a design objective and each row corresponds to the formulation of a design problem. In particular, the columns (from left to right) are ordered following Sections 3-6 in this report, while the rows (from top to down) are ordered in a way that most non-empty items are on the diagonal of the table. A few papers may have multiple design objectives. For this case, Table 1 colors the paper’s main objective
Table 1: Overview and classification of research works about computational design of assemblies discussed in this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabricability (Section 3)</th>
<th>Stability (Section 4)</th>
<th>Reconfigurability (Section 5)</th>
<th>Tilability (Section 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>CNC-milling</td>
<td>Laser cutting</td>
<td>Mixed fabrication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph cut</td>
<td>Surface/Volume [GCA’19]</td>
<td>Height-field shell [HMA’15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set cover</td>
<td>Pyramidal shape [HLJCO’16]</td>
<td>Height-field volume [MLG’18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape decomposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape approximation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>RecordMenger [EGZ’15] CofFab [SDW’16] Universal blocks [CLF’18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts optimization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With part modification</td>
<td>Furniture-like [SPF’17]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td></td>
<td>Approximate dissection [DVY’17] Reconfig. furniture [SPF’17] 3D-dissection [YXW’18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Art dissection [ZY’11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout optimization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With part modification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in black as usual while the secondary objective in gray. For example, Song et al. [SFJ∗17] addressed a problem of designing reconfigurable interlocking furniture. Its main objective is to design reconfigurable furniture while its secondary objective is to make the furniture interlocking. Hence, this work is put under the columns reconfigurability → free reconfiguration and stability → interlocking, and colored in black and gray respectively.

Table 1 shows a correlation between the design objectives (columns) and problem formulations (rows); see the non-empty items on the diagonal of the table. We think that this correlation is because of the nature of the design objectives. Realizing this correlation could be helpful when one wants to find a proper formulation for achieving a desired design objective. For example, fabricability with 3D printing is generally formulated as a shape decomposition problem while fabricability with laser cutting is typically addressed as a shape approximation problem. This is because 3D printing is a high-fidelity fabrication technique that can produce 3D parts with fine geometric details while laser cutting is a low-fidelity fabrication technique that produces only 2D planar parts. The other example is that designing free reconfigurable assemblies is typically formulated as a shape co-decomposition problem, because of multiple forms of reconfigurable assemblies, which are usually specified by users as a set of target shapes.

One can easily notice that there are non-empty items beyond the diagonal of the table, which has a two-fold meaning. On the one hand, a design objective can be addressed by formulating the design problem in different ways, typically by variations in defining the given input. An example is the design objective of stability → interlocking. To achieve this objective, the design problem can be formulated either as a shape decomposition problem when the input is a 3D target shape or as a joint planning problem when a set of initial parts without joints is given. On the other hand, a design strategy can be used to achieve design objectives that look very different, as illustrated in the row of shape decomposition → embedding. This decomposition strategy has been used for three different objectives (from left to right in the table): 1) design of interlocking puzzles by embedding an existing Burr configuration in a target 3D shape; 2) design of transformables by embedding a character skeleton in a target 3D shape; and 3) design of tileable blocks by embedding curves with bi-axial weaving patterns in the 3D space.

Some of the empty boxes in Table 1 provide interesting opportunities for future work. This can be achieved by combining design objectives and problem formulations in novel and reasonable ways. Taking designing assemblies in equilibrium as an example, existing works mainly formulate a parts optimization problem for applications in architectural design. However, depending on the given input, alternative formulations such as a joint planning problem or a layout optimization problem are conceivable. One potential application could be designing self-supporting puzzles, taking user-specified or -sketched initial assemblies as input. Note that not every combination between design objectives and problem formulations will make sense. For example, designing structurally stable assemblies is not suitable to be formulated as a shape co-decomposition problem since these assemblies typically have a single geometric form.

Limitations. Fabricability, stability, reconfigurability, and tilability are the four major objectives, but not all considerations, for designing assemblies. There exist research works that address a specific design problem, without focusing on any of the four design objectives. For example, Song et al. [KSS∗15] designed 3D-printable customized connectors for joining two physical objects together, while Sun et al. [SZ15] created complex twisty puzzles inspired by the Rubik’s Cube mechanism. These works are typically devoted to a specific application such as puzzles [LFL09], works-like prototypes [KLY∗14], furniture [LOMI11, UIM12, SLR∗16], and architecture [SFJ∗13]. This report does not discuss these works to maintain a coherent structure.

8. Discussion

The state of the art in computational analysis and design of assemblies has evolved rapidly over the last few years. Various computational methods and tools have been developed for designing different kinds of assemblies. In the future, more efforts are required to make these methods and tools accessible to casual and professional users in a way that they can design assemblies conveniently and even collaboratively, e.g., by using cloud-based design paradigm [WRWS15]. Motivated by the advance in technologies of digital fabrication, automatic construction, and material science, future research effort could be devoted to designing and fabricating advanced assemblies that are not accessible before such as architectural structures that can be constructed automatically by using robotic assembly [EGK17], modular robots that can be reconfigured autonomously or manually to form different assemblies [BKS∗17], and self-assembling systems based on shape memory material [SOL∗21]. To design these advanced assemblies, significant challenges remain in this field and should be addressed in future research.

Analysis with high prediction accuracy. To simplify computational analysis of assemblies, a common assumption is that the fabrication material is rigid and manufacturing precision is perfect. Yet in practice, materials are not infinitely rigid and fabrication devices have limited manufacturing precision. As a consequence, structural issues can arise when the relative motion of two parts is restricted by a small contact or a thin joint. Internal stress concentrations at the contact or joint can lead to material failure. Similarly, a geometrically stable design, e.g., a furniture assembly, could become unstable when fabricated, due to gaps among the parts caused by machining tolerances. To improve prediction accuracy, one possible way is to take these imperfections into consideration in the analysis methods. For example, tolerance analysis [CJLL14] can provide insights into the structural performance of an assembly. Such analysis tasks are particularly challenging as imperfections of each individual part will propagate within the whole assembly.

Another challenge is functionality analysis of assemblies, which is critical for designing assemblies that function as expected by the user. Functionality analysis of given shapes is a relatively new topic in computer graphics [HSV*K18], and developing methods for analyzing functionalities of assemblies could be a promising research direction.

Design for multiple objectives. This report has discussed a number of objectives for designing assemblies. To date, however, most
Advanced design methods can be studied by exploring several aspects of assemblies in a novel way, in particular, joints and assemblies. Studying integral joints in-between these two extremes, e.g., curved-contact joints (KAS21) (see also Figure 1(b)) or puzzle-like joints (LYUI20), as well as how they facilitate design of assemblies, would be an interesting topic for future exploration. Second, designing assemblies with (dis)assembly plans that are beyond sequential, monotone, and linear is another promising research topic, as these complex plans are possible to be precisely realized by robots nowadays. Such (dis)assembly plans could be useful in terms of entertaining people (e.g., disassembly puzzles) or enhancing structural stability (e.g., complex coordinated motion to take out parts).

Machine learning for searching the design space. Machine learning methods offer potential benefits for solving non-linear and non-convex problems. In recent years, tremendous research efforts have been devoted to solve traditional graphics problems such as shape synthesis and mesh segmentation using machine learning methods (MKG20). However, developing learning methods to solve design and fabrication problems is challenging due to various hard constraints (e.g., fabricability) and/or global constraints (e.g., assemblability) involved in these problems. Another challenge is the lack of datasets to train the learning algorithms, as the design problem could be too specific or there is no existing way to generate desired designs. One possible way to address this challenge is to use reinforcement learning, which has been shown to be good at adaptively sampling the search space. We see a high potential for reinforcement learning to help solve challenging problems of designing assemblies.
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